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Nobody in Particular
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/09/2012 12:02 PM

Re: NIPS Answers to glpvc experience March 8.

Hi all, I spent some nice time last night on glpvc. (Thursday March 8) Phenn and others even
came in well into it to calm down the heat. We did agree to another podcast, the last one was very
successful in terms of downloads of it. Well over 2000 I did not remember the exact number, I was
stunned, but I think it approached 2500 downloads.
It will not be this weekend, hopefully next weekend. I will change the title of the tread when we
have set the date and time. I will post some material discussed last night here in this thread and
you may make requests and questions about what you would like to see covered. I desire to have
that entire podcast totally question and answer by those attending and it will be well moderated so
many of you will get opportunity to speak. I have suggested next weekend and I will also ask for it
to start before 11 pm ET, which is 9 for me. And getting towards then end of my day. maybe one
hour earlier perhaps.
Last nights experience simply happened, I had logged in tired and just thought I might listen a bit
for a change of pace and got asked to mic up. So there is no recording of it.
so post some questions here or let me know your interests so I am more prepared. I don't intend
at this point anyway have the podcast cover certain topics. We shall see where this thread goes
but I did much enjoy the open questions and answer stuff last night so I do want the emphasis to
be on question interchange.
-------------------------Christians, during periods of open mic you sound BAD on GLPVC tonight, April 3, nearly as bad
as your nasty antagonists. Perhaps worse. Your nastiness is NOT GODLY and NOT OF LOVE. IT
IS OF THE EGO OF FALSE DESIRES. There was no resurrection. Jesus did NOT die on the
cross, and people were resurrected to eternal life long before Jesus came to this world. People
chose eternal life on every planet by their own works.
Immanuel (Jesus) said 2000 years ago: "Truly, I say to you, wisdom must be learned from the
laws of Creation, which humans may recognize in nature. But if humans do not think and seek,
they will not be able to attain wisdom and will remain fools.There is no higher happiness than
wisdom, no better friend than knowledge, and no other savior than the power of the spirit."
Introduction to Christ Michael of Nebadon: [link to www.youtube.com]
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[link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS the GLOBAL 2nd Coming Organization in partnership with
the one you call "Jesus" Any of my personal writings on GLP may be used freely in good intent.
NIP
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/09/2012 12:44 PM

Ok to the science folks of last night, I said I would post Phoenix Journal links in this thread. There
were at least 9 journals banned after publication for the material in them. The link to find the
Journals which my team has transcribed to date using OCR software is here. [link to
www.freewebs.com] They are being transcibed as the original ones that made it to print, we
copied page by page on a copy machine and then scanned into the computer, by Patrick
Bellringer of 4winds. These make for very long files to download and a problem for those still on
slow connections. download time when I was on dial up was 1 to 3 hours for each. Also that
format was terrible for doing translations.
This material is free, help yourself, they are all books ranging from about 150 pages on up. you
cannot modify the pdf files, but you CAN copy and paste from them, so that translators can
translate by sentence or paragraph easily. The information was given over about 10 years from
craft, using a radio type signal to several receivers, the main one being dharma.
As to the science reading, I suggest starting with PJ #8 on Aids. both walter russell and tesla
make an appearance. Now the material in nearly all the journals was given every day and
contains a lot of political commentary and there is political commentary in some or all of the
science ones. you can read it or skip it but I think you will find it worthy of your time, to at least
skim it for it reports the news of the times.
PJ #8 was the first banned journal and you will see why I think. They did that one again minus the
old political news pretty much in #65. but I think the tesla and walter russell material was left out.
as I said last night, Tesla's death was faked and he went into inner earth. Walter Russell as far as
I know, did "die" as to his body, but that does not negate him giving material from the next realm
or from craft.
The other banned science journals are the Pleiades Connection Series : #30 thru #37.
#22, Matter, AntiMatter and the Matter I think also has some interesting scientific material in it. All
the science is given in every day terms, you don't get any math formulas that I remember any way
and a lot of it was given already to earth by Walter Russell. I have some of Russell's books on my
computer but I don't have links to find them, a few years ago I couldn't find any free copies but
apparently somebody has and I was sent the pdf files, but I will need to find out where that person
found them. I can I think give a link to that persons website maybe.
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Pj #21 should be interesting around Creation also.
Those interested in incarnation and other cycles maybe like #50. I don't think I have read that one
or little of it anyway. I own many print copies, all that were left available a few years ago anyway.
But i have not read them all.
Reading through the Pleiades Connection series and #8 with an open mind in a state of quietness
may help osme of you think beyond your book teachings. I am not saying all that man "knows" is
incorrect and there are scientists learning better, but what is given to the public thru books may or
may not be correct. I was not able to let myself go into science, I saw too many holes in it in high
school and college long ago and I wasn't going to fight the "system" nor what I going to reproduce
shit to students.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/09/2012 02:00 PM

Now last night, I suggested ones feel up their heads to see if there is any change in their sutures.
One science type came on to disrupt that by claiming that a suture is a cut or injury having sutures
to sew it together and spent a long time making fool of hisself to others saying there cracks
between the bones of the head, REALLY? Also I was confronted for using the term 3 lobed brain,
which many of you are growing. We settled out that I "meant" hemispheres of the brain, but if you
are growing a 3rd one, we need a name, trispheres, would that do to describe 3? The brain is
basically in two parts in man. There are beings with single "brains", beings with 2 "brains" (man of
earth) and beings with 3 brains who have walked this planet and who also walk in "heaven". The
3rd brain which I called the 3rd lobe, is the psychic "brain." Now as to those "cracks" in which it
was said my truth is doubted, are indeed called sutures, which are spaces initially in the skull of
the infant to allow the head to compress during birth and to grow after birth and they do fuse
together when head growth is finished in the early adult years.
however, the changes now are causing brains to grow in size, and some are adding the 3rd
"brain" which will sit on top and to the back of the crown area under the skull and your skull most
grow and it does. If there are any questions in the pod cast to this, I will refer people to this thread
and probably not cover it otherwise or simply. Dear one who presented the CRACKS can please
go here to see the location of the what English calls sutures. I was a nurse for a long time plus I
took a great deal of A and P beyond simple nursing courses and you need to go take a course
apparently. Your long winded rebutall put some egg on your face. I did being confused use the
word lobes, but the two hemisphere are LOBES dear one. Right and left Parietal if memory
serves, OK. I was very fatigued from a very poor nights sleep and doing too much the day before,
you game was necessary and as I said, with your suture story you surely looked the fool you were
attempting to make me look like.
[link to www.getbodysmart.com] So click on "major sutures" at that link and I do hope you are
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growing some more brain, see if your "cracks" are softening and expanding. Add colors as you
work thru the images.
My own head would probably as I stated look a bit odd if I shaved it, from the very large changes
in my own skull. You ones will get your baby soft spots (fontanels), back if your brains needs more
room. Some of you who have rather large skulls under the age of about 45 or so, may not feel
these at all, your heads may be big enough, but a friend of mine with a very large tall fore head
has recently visibly seen changes when he last shaved his head and so did his wife. When your
sutures begin to change you may first feel a small groove over them. I have a 2 inch spread in the
ones around the rear crown of my skull.
And my skull is now expanding where there are no sutures. A couple months ago, I think just
before christmas or just after, I woke in the middle of the night terribly ill, with nausea,, headache
and not feeling so good. I had just returned from craft and thought maybe at the time, it was just a
harsh rapid return of body. It passed in a short time.
next morning, a skype friend sent a you tube link ot music, so I put on my headphones. They have
always been a bit big on my head as to my ears, and all of a sudden from the day before, they
FIT! And a couple weeks later, the same thing, only now they are SNUG. I can FEEL ROUNDING
of
the sides of my skull, above my ears that was not there before. So I underwent some technology
during those two nights that "expanded" my skull in that area, and in fact a period of headaches I
had had, went away with the first expansion. I have felt other expanding skulls and others of my
team and readers have noticed changes.
As to the recent sudden expansion on the sides of my head, this inculdes both the parietal and
temporal bones. I feel no change itself in the squamousal sutures between them, there is a whole
new rounded side that is litterally buldging outward. [link to en.wikipedia.org] has good images.
for our "scientist" who on your cracks? [link to en.wikipedia.org] here is what wiki says: A suture is
a type of fibrous joint which only occurs in the skull (or "cranium"). They are bound together by
Sharpey's fibres. A tiny amount of movement is permitted at sutures, which contributes to the
compliance and elasticity of the skull. Enlarge the images there to get the names of those "cracks"
which is NOT a good word for them at all. They are not cracks.
Both of my coronal sutures are expanding. My lamdoidal suture is massively expanding and I
have expansion NOT on those suture lines in the upper back of my skull.
Oh good, steve quayle is back up. Here we go. [link to stevequayle.com] the cone head skulls as I
mentioned last night are from people with what I called 3 lobed brains. Meaning 3 brained people,
as people of earth are 2 brained people. The Egyptian images of long ago, they often were bald
and wore scarfs on their cone heads. The expansion on the side of my head, feels a bit like the
skull in the 3rd image from the left on top. NOT that pronounced, but its definitely rounding out.
the way my upper rear head feels, it might be starting to look something like the 2nd image from
the left. Ok enough on this one.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/09/2012 03:50 PM
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Ok a short comment. Someone last night seemed to think I said I spoke many languages in my
first podcast. I have not listened to it, but I asked ones on my forum that have, and they said I did
not say any such thing and that I said the only language I speak is English. I will take their word
for it. They said there were questions asked about what language I communicate with those
above in, as part of the discussion.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/09/2012 04:04 PM

now to some pushing for certain truth, in the domains of science and energy, this is WHY I will not
be giving some information
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This was what happened to the apartment of one on my team several years ago now, who was
very into free energy, and why Tesla and I aren't giving details of making magnetic motors etc.
The person lost everything but his wife. A person living in the adjacent unit was killed and there
were injuries. My team member and wife were in fact rescued in time by those in craft over all of
our homes. it was early morning and they were still asleep when the blast occurred. And I will not
risk bringing harm to GLP either. The information is kept very general for these reasons. There
have been murders in families of those into healing methods too.
alexisj9
User ID: 1376880
United Kingdom
03/09/2012 04:25 PM

Chop's
User ID: 11832370
United States
03/09/2012 04:31 PM

Thanks for the warning.
Jamesbo
User ID: 10844033
United States
03/09/2012 07:01 PM
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Oh good, steve quayle is back up. Here we go. [link to stevequayle.com] the cone head skulls as I
mentioned last night are from people with what I called 3 lobed brains. Meaning 3 brained people,
as people of earth are 2 brained people. The Egyptian images of long ago, they often were
bald and wore scarfs on their cone heads. The expansion on the side of my head, feels a bit
like the skull in the 3rd image from the left on top. NOT that pronounced, but its definitely rounding
out. the way my upper rear head feels, it might be starting to look something like the 2nd image
from the left. Ok enough on this one.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

hi NIP. One question I had from the above is:
Where were these people from?
Jamesbo
User ID: 10844033
United States
03/09/2012 07:59 PM

Oh good, steve quayle is back up. Here we go. [link to stevequayle.com] the cone head skulls as I
mentioned last night are from people with what I called 3 lobed brains. Meaning 3 brained
people, as people of earth are 2 brained people. The Egyptian images of long ago, they often
were bald and wore scarfs on their cone heads. The expansion on the side of my head, feels a
bit like the skull in the 3rd image from the left on top. NOT that pronounced, but its definitely
rounding out. the way my upper rear head feels, it might be starting to look something like the
2nd image from the left. Ok enough on this one.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
From the UB Paper 49 regarding "Brain-Type Series":
49:5.6 2. Brain-type series. The one physical uniformity of mortals is the brain and nervous
system; nevertheless, there are three basic organizations of the brain mechanism: the one-, the
two-, and the three-brained types. Urantians are of the two-brained type, somewhat more
imaginative, adventurous, and philosophical than the one-brained mortals but somewhat less
spiritual, ethical, and worshipful than the three-brained orders. These brain differences
characterize even the prehuman animal existences.
49:5.7 From the two-hemisphere type of the Urantian cerebral cortex you can, by analogy, grasp
something of the one-brained type. The third brain of the three-brained orders is best conceived
as an evolvement of your lower or rudimentary form of brain, which is developed to the point
where it functions chiefly in control of physical activities, leaving the two superior brains free for
higher engagements: one for intellectual functions and the other for the spiritual-counterparting
activities of the Thought Adjuster.
49:5.8 While the terrestrial attainments of the one-brained races are slightly limited in comparison
with the two-brained orders, the older planets of the three-brained group exhibit civilizations that
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would astound Urantians, and which would somewhat shame yours by comparison. In mechanical
development and material civilization, even in intellectual progress, the two-brained mortal worlds
are able to equal the three-brained spheres. But in the higher control of mind and development of
intellectual and spiritual reciprocation, you are somewhat inferior.
49:5.9 All such comparative estimates concerning the intellectual progress or the spiritual
attainments of any world or group of worlds should in fairness recognize planetary age; much,
very much, depends on age, the help of the biologic uplifters, and the subsequent missions of the
various orders of the divine Sons.
49:5.10 While the three-brained peoples are capable of a slightly higher planetary evolution than
either the one- or two-brained orders, all have the same type of life plasm and carry on planetary
activities in very similar ways, much as do human beings on Urantia. These three types of mortals
are distributed throughout the worlds of the local systems. In the majority of cases planetary
conditions had very little to do with the decisions of the Life Carriers to project these varied orders
of mortals on the different worlds; it is a prerogative of the Life Carriers thus to plan and execute.
49:5.11 These three orders stand on an equal footing in the ascension career. Each must traverse
the same intellectual scale of development, and each must master the same spiritual tests of
progression. The system administration and the constellation overcontrol of these different worlds
are uniformly free from discrimination; even the regimes of the Planetary Princes are identical.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/09/2012 10:34 PM

Ok now I am going to huff and puff and bitch nicely. apparently some thought I left in a bad mood
last night, not actually except for the small happening that occurred when a few started on the
aliens and all their supposed awful sex practices. those living in heaven, the architectural spheres
generally do have have reproducing so why these questions and comments and these dross
behaviors occur on planets like this one, not on more grown up worlds. Yes that ending part was
NOT well received by me, but I did not leave the process grumpy or whatever I have heard that
occurred second hand.
There were some of you, as above with the suture issues that were manufactoring bullshit. One
somehow tried to link me to being controlled by russians, totally inane bullcrap which was done on
purpose as were other "games".
Now I am more than aware that there is scintellation and the like due to atmosphere lower to the
horizon. I am not stupid people. But when I was growing up and in my younger adult eyars stars
did not flash in many colors, no matter where they were. And when I brought up that planets and
starts do not MOVE in manners I and others have seen them move, one there started in again on
the lecture of, of course they move, the earth moves in it's rotation and so on and so forth. This is
deliberate destruction of my teachings and its unethical some of what occurred last night. You
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know who you are.
The moving I talk about is the ones that move in squares, circles, dance around, make the sign of
the cross and other antics and these are thus obviously NOT stars. I have covered on this forum
several times about how STARSHIP Sirius (witnessed also by a friend I was chatting with in
another STATE, on the cell phone. We both watched it move at least 1/2 way in a few minutes to
that other little star nearby, that is above to the right. That is NOT the normal movement in the sky.
When certain comets have come to visit in our night skies, and people are told on TV and the net,
about where to watch for them, other "stars" have been seen to put on a show of movement and
flashing in the area where the comet is expected to be. If the orb up there behaves in such ways,
it is NOT a star or a planet.
Many have seen Star Ship Venus move around and even flash extra and there have been many
you tubes documenting it. Again, I am not stupid and during the podcast, I will refer ones making
any deal over this back to this thread to read, because I am not putting up with the intentional
unethical methods of ones trying to turn others ON PURPOSE away from what I do. Ponder that
one.
OK rant is over. These are not the only situations of last night, but its enough.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/10/2012 11:23 AM

[link to www.n01a.org] you who pushed einstein might find this site interesting.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/10/2012 12:07 PM

the site above, those interested in ascension and life will the article "The Problem of Increasing
Human Energy - The NOOSPHERE ETHICAL ECOLOGICAL CONSTITUTION as the key to
multidimensional existence "
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Author: Boris Petrovic very interesting. And to the science group fussing about "carbon based "
life, Life is not based in matter, that is an error of thought. Life exists in the "spirit" and the above
article should be interesting on that.
reproviding linky. [link to www.n01a.org]
einsteinsfly
User ID: 11573992
United States
03/10/2012 12:17 PM

Goodmorning. Would you take a look at this website and let me know your thoughts about it's
implementation possibilities and what you think generally about it. Thanks NIP.
[link to educate-yourself.org]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/10/2012 01:43 PM

Goodmorning. Would you take a look at this website and let me know your thoughts about it's
implementation possibilities and what you think generally about it. Thanks NIP.
[link to educate-yourself.org]
Quoting: einsteinsfly

I have met the person personally that created it. I found his intent is good in collecting a variety of
ideas and articles. Use from it what resonates with you.
Project Blue Beam will not be
allowed but it was a serious idea. the cell towers were to be used to project the "voices" of the
various masters into the heads of people and that has been disabled. It was used against me a
number of years ago and some others on my team to issues some nasty threats. I was told by that
method that one way or the other they would kill me and Jess for example. the technology to
"throw voice " per se, is also available in small devices which are often used outside churches and
with various small church groups as a method of "god" talking to them. I have seen a goodly
number of reports on the net about this in fact.
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These that I heard WERE SOUND and not "telepathy". There were a whole bunch of them, some
manifested sort of close to my head, and others were several feet away.
Editing' I had just had a memory of the above, in church. I had gone to visit this local large
evangelical church that was part of a study I made of several churches in my area years ago. That
day I was a bit late to sunday service, actually on purpose, to miss the first long boring part. Every
one was lying prostrate on the floor when I arrived. Afterwards I talked to some of them about
WHY on that and they said the Voice of the Lord had come and all heard it and that is why they
were on the floor. It was described as literal SOUND. Since the Lord speaks Sounds there, its a
very popular church and the minister is about as satanic as they get in those sorts of churches.
einsteinsfly
User ID: 11573992
United States
03/10/2012 02:29 PM

Goodmorning. Would you take a look at this website and let me know your thoughts about it's
implementation possibilities and what you think generally about it. Thanks NIP.
[link to educate-yourself.org]
Quoting: einsteinsfly

I have met the person personally that created it. I found his intent is good in collecting a variety of
ideas and articles. Use from it what resonates with you.
Project Blue Beam will not be
allowed but it was a serious idea. the cell towers were to be used to project the "voices" of the
various masters into the heads of people and that has been disabled. It was used against me a
number of years ago and some others on my team to issues some nasty threats. I was told by that
method that one way or the other they would kill me and Jess for example. the technology to
"throw voice " per se, is also available in small devices which are often used outside churches and
with various small church groups as a method of "god" talking to them. I have seen a goodly
number of reports on the net about this in fact.
These that I heard WERE SOUND and not "telepathy". There were a whole bunch of them, some
manifested sort of close to my head, and others were several feet away.
Editing' I had just had a memory of the above, in church. I had gone to visit this local large
evangelical church that was part of a study I made of several churches in my area years ago. That
day I was a bit late to sunday service, actually on purpose, to miss the first long boring part. Every
one was lying prostrate on the floor when I arrived. Afterwards I talked to some of them about
WHY on that and they said the Voice of the Lord had come and all heard it and that is why they
were on the floor. It was described as literal SOUND. Since the Lord speaks Sounds there, its a
very popular church and the minister is about as satanic as they get in those sorts of churches.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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Thank you for passing along your thoughts, as always
Deception is Big Business, it's so sad the scale/spectrum. Faith in truth will be won, despite the
heart-wrenching toll that it sometimes can take.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12196402
United States
03/10/2012 02:45 PM
Hey NIP I was listening to VC the other nite and really thought some some ppl were over the top
rude. You handled it all very well imo. Thank you for the link to the Phoenix journals. Your
thoughts and opinions are very thought provoking and I enjoy listening to you immensely. Looking
forward to the next podcast.
einsteinsfly
User ID: 11573992
United States
03/10/2012 02:49 PM

Hey NIP I was listening to VC the other nite and really thought some some ppl were over the top
rude. You handled it all very well imo. Thank you for the link to the Phoenix journals. Your
thoughts and opinions are very thought provoking and I enjoy listening to you immensely. Looking
forward to the next podcast.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12196402
I agree with this. I was listening as well and I hope that the mods try to discern the difference
between challenging and bullying. That Gen Han (or whatever his name was) was a boxed in,
narrow-minded fool with bully tactics. NIP handled it and the others gracefully but it should be
"NIPPED" in the bud by the mods. <pun intended>
Bullying is destructive in podcasts/voice chats and every other realm.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/10/2012 03:20 PM
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Hey NIP I was listening to VC the other nite and really thought some some ppl were over the top
rude. You handled it all very well imo. Thank you for the link to the Phoenix journals. Your
thoughts and opinions are very thought provoking and I enjoy listening to you immensely. Looking
forward to the next podcast.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12196402
I agree with this. I was listening as well and I hope that the mods try to discern the difference
between challenging and bullying. That Gen Han (or whatever his name was) was a boxed in,
narrow-minded fool with bully tactics. NIP handled it and the others gracefully but it should be
"NIPPED" in the bud by the mods. <pun intended>
Bullying is destructive in podcasts/voice chats and every other realm.
Quoting: einsteinsfly

well Phenn nipped it very nicely when she came in! if it was the Gen that provided the wrong
information on sutures et all he sort of did himself in I think, but I had enough fun anyway. I had
only intended to just check out what was going on in there, I was very sleepy and bored stiff but it
was a little early to go to bed, so that woke me up and ended the boredom.
tava6655
User ID: 1511728
United States
03/10/2012 07:55 PM
Ok to the science folks of last night, I said I would post Phoenix Journal links in this thread. There
were at least 9 journals banned after publication for the material in them. The link to find the
Journals which my team has transcribed to date using OCR software is here. [link to
www.freewebs.com] They are being transcibed as the original ones that made it to print, we
copied page by page on a copy machine and then scanned into the computer, by Patrick
Bellringer of 4winds. These make for very long files to download and a problem for those still on
slow connections. download time when I was on dial up was 1 to 3 hours for each. Also that
format was terrible for doing translations.
This material is free, help yourself, they are all books ranging from about 150 pages on up. you
cannot modify the pdf files, but you CAN copy and paste from them, so that translators can
translate by sentence or paragraph easily. The information was given over about 10 years from
craft, using a radio type signal to several receivers, the main one being dharma.
As to the science reading, I suggest starting with PJ #8 on Aids. both walter russell and tesla
make an appearance. Now the material in nearly all the journals was given every day and
contains a lot of political commentary and there is political commentary in some or all of the
science ones. you can read it or skip it but I think you will find it worthy of your time, to at least
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skim it for it reports the news of the times.
PJ #8 was the first banned journal and you will see why I think. They did that one again minus the
old political news pretty much in #65. but I think the tesla and walter russell material was left out.
as I said last night, Tesla's death was faked and he went into inner earth. Walter Russell as far as
I know, did "die" as to his body, but that does not negate him giving material from the next realm
or from craft.
The other banned science journals are the Pleiades Connection Series : #30 thru #37.
#22, Matter, AntiMatter and the Matter I think also has some interesting scientific material in it. All
the science is given in every day terms, you don't get any math formulas that I remember any way
and a lot of it was given already to earth by Walter Russell. I have some of Russell's books on my
computer but I don't have links to find them, a few years ago I couldn't find any free copies but
apparently somebody has and I was sent the pdf files, but I will need to find out where that person
found them. I can I think give a link to that persons website maybe.
Pj #21 should be interesting around Creation also.
Those interested in incarnation and other cycles maybe like #50. I don't think I have read that one
or little of it anyway. I own many print copies, all that were left available a few years ago anyway.
But i have not read them all.
Reading through the Pleiades Connection series and #8 with an open mind in a state of quietness
may help osme of you think beyond your book teachings. I am not saying all that man "knows" is
incorrect and there are scientists learning better, but what is given to the public thru books may or
may not be correct. I was not able to let myself go into science, I saw too many holes in it in high
school and college long ago and I wasn't going to fight the "system" nor what I going to reproduce
shit to students.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Here is a link to Walter Russel's books to download to those interested: Just click on the
corresponding thread/link: [link to www.unchainedfreedom.com]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/12/2012 11:50 AM

Now I notice today that apparently, at least you have not posted anything, a few of you on Last
Thursday night, have not bothered to seek out this thread. If you were amongst those
interrogating me, and making some nonsense statements, please let me know if you have read
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here yet. Because some of you said you would when I said I would create a thread and if you
want me to answer any of those questions, other than what I remember here to post about, you
need to add them here.
OK, one of the topics, was over Pleiades and sorry, but I am not ignorant and spewing false
material because I pronounce it differently than you do. As I stated my last life before I came to
earth was spent on Myrua of Merope, and I and current folks working from craft and inner earth
pronounce Pleiades as I did, but its NO BIG DEAL. How silly. Am I taking "potshots", I guess so,
you were taking potshots of less than intelligent statements at me, its fair play, don't you think?
Now, I mentioned that Alcyone is a central sun for about 500 other suns that encircle it, and we
got into the photon belt we are in, but kept near the edge of being in it at this time, because of its
effects. One of the "science" experts there, stated Alcyone could be no different from other suns,
and shines all around it, and in that regard that is so, but it also carries a photon band handed
down to it by other central suns, of which it goes round dragging its 500 suns with it.
What is labeled Pleiades is the 7 sisters, including alcyone, but our sun is a member sun and thus
also a "sister."
Now here is some small commentary from the UB. Paper 41, and the pages are identified as well
as the paragraphs. Since some here won't read a wall of text, I will place only some samples and
it for the curious, and curiosity is essential to getting to heaven and staying there, so I suggest
ones use it if they have an interest in their LIFE ETERNAL. Man on this planet lacks much
curiosity. I have seen animals more curious than man in fact. Not to say everyone is that way, but
the lack of curiosity keeps boxes on heads even amongst the mind controlled scientists. I have
had many a college teacher who is nothing more than a programmed robot and I have run into
many engineers and others who are of the same robotic memorized material, who cannot
challenge anything. They can be programmed, they cannot THINK. Even true of the highest
military.
[link to www.urantia.org]
from this section 7. Sources of Solar Energy
(464.1) 41:7.14 Only those suns which function in the direct channels of the main streams
of universe energy can shine on forever. Such solar furnaces blaze on indefinitely, being able
to replenish their material losses by the intake of space-force and analogous circulating energy.
But stars far removed from these chief channels of recharging are destined to undergo energy
depletion — gradually cool off and eventually burn out.

Ok, there you have that there are direct channels of the main streams of universe energy. Photon
belts are one of those. Alcyone is in one of these energy streams, and is eternal and will never
age out. The reason we have craft pretending to be stars in our sky, is that our sun, as part of the
ascension is being MOVED into this eternal energy stream. it will be recharges continuously and
will remain white, it was yellow, before some 25 years ago maybe. Also important to the ascension
into eternal life of our solar system, is turning Jupiter and Saturn into suns. That has been done
with Jupiter. Saturn is being prepared now at this time and you are looking now since I think last
year, a star ship showing, yep, a 3d movie.
Here is two other paragraphs I will quote for this post, then I will start another post so the long wall
of text will not put people who don't want to read, off.
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(461.4) 41:5.8 The action of certain secondary and other undiscovered energies present in the
space regions of your local universe is such that solar-light emanations appear to execute certain
wavy phenomena as well as to be chopped up into infinitesimal portions of definite length and
weight. And, practically considered, that is exactly what happens. You can hardly hope to arrive at
a better understanding of the behavior of light until such a time as you acquire a clearer concept
of the interaction and interrelationship of the various space-forces and solar energies operating in
the space regions of Nebadon. Your present confusion is also due to your incomplete grasp
of this problem as it involves the interassociated activities of the personal and
nonpersonal control of the master universe — the presences, the performances, and the
co-ordination of the Conjoint Actor and the Unqualified Absolute. The Conjoint Actor, is 3rd
person Trinity folks.
(459.1) 41:3.7 Most of the giant suns are relatively young; most of the dwarf stars are old,
but not all. The collisional dwarfs may be very young and may glow with an intense white
light, never having known an initial red stage of youthful shining. Both very young and very
old suns usually shine with a reddish glow. The yellow tinge indicates moderate youth or
approaching old age, but the brilliant white light signifies robust and extended adult life.
I included the above, because you see,our sun is now VISIBLY White, when it used to be yellow,
which supports that it is being re energized to become an eternal sun. It is now helium dominant
rather than hydrogen dominate I have been told and some place in the UB in the science
discussions I did find something to support that.
Jupiter is now a dwarf sun. This happened in early February 2009. I don't think "collisional" is a
proper term it though, but it is a brilliant WHITE little sun. And certainly will not be in any red stage.
It will form a triad with of sorts along with Saturn to make this a 3 sun solar system. all feeding
each other, besides gaining energy rejuvanation what what we have labeled an energy river our
solar system is being moved into, which is actually, not the photon belt, but the photon belt will do
a lot of recharging while we are in it.
You can view, (once again, I have posted this how many times now?) our new little sun. NASA
took its baby pics. I is rather white! Watch it being moved back behind our big sun, to prevent its
energies from causing a premature magnetic pole reversal. (that kind where the sun will come up
in the west.) [link to sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov] Please do watch the movie. It was moving the
WRONG direction. And right here on GLP somebody posted a thread at the time, saying the sun
just ate Jupiter.
I would suggest you ones having an interest in space science, be about reading at least papers 41
and 42 in the Urantia Book.
einsteinsfly
User ID: 12383877
United States
03/12/2012 12:10 PM

What information do you have on NESARA? There is alot of mixed info/disinfo about this. I know
some of your take on it from previous posts but could you sum it up briefly?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
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Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/12/2012 12:31 PM

What information do you have on NESARA? There is alot of mixed info/disinfo about this. I know
some of your take on it from previous posts but could you sum it up briefly?
Quoting: einsteinsfly

I have repeatedly taught it went down the tube. The planet will be cleansed and restarted. China is
now in control in this regard and you continue to even hear rumors upon rumors on that on the
net. There was the original intent of GESARA way back in 1980, with the creation of the never
activated, but fully signed Global Agreement. Because it was not implemented, some in the US of
A working under Germain etc attempted to get a US of A only version and get those thugs out of
this country and it did not manifest. It was hoped at that time, it would then more easily spread to
the rest of the world.
WE have alluded to the Global Agreement on my website in the Whistleblower work and we were
going to publish it until David Righter, the high incarnate in physical flesh form from the super
universe, decided it was not a good idea, as these ones are backed into a corner and do what
animals backed into a corner do, and more because they are "thinking" animals.
Some of you were introduced to David Righter, as "S333" on my website and as David Righter on
the forum not allowed here. He is walking in a created body, not one born of woman, but
nevertheless it is a real reproducing human body and he came around to me on Mar 10 to remind
his baby daughter was one year old that day. He is embodied with his soul mate from Orvonton
who is here with him and they had this child, by normal sex people. I would ask ones unfamiliar
with such, who are into Christianity, to consider Melchizedek of the OT, who came to Abraham
and had no Father or Mother. Bodies are easily created. Adam and Eve were in bodies from
"heaven" too, but both of them were actually BORN there, having parents of the Adam and Eve
material sons groups.
I was going to cover that more in my podcast. Thread: GLPVC Discussion on Global Overcontrol
of Money and Politics with NIP Tonight at 11:15 EST I would ask you to go to that thread and find
the linky to Fulford which shows a "current" but false paper of the committee of 300. The reason I
posted that link, is because the global agreement of 1980 is in a similar format. David will still not
allow it to be posted because my team is being heavily threatened again and there was a recent
attempted murder by auto accident against one of them. Many are being "tazed" of sorts when out
in public and one member had their internet taken down friday, that was Eve actually in Germany.
I hope she has resolved that today or soon. I had my cell phone killed Friday or rather made non
working. Right when I needed it to call for a ride home from my errands. This has happened twice,
but they have not unkilled it yet today, they know I will need it this week.
I don't why they are even calling it "Nesara" anymore, Nesara was for only the US of A at the time,
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so now they talk all this global stuff? I have read some of the postings. One that follows it had his
email canceled, and is attempting to get another address.
I would ignore it all. WE hope still for a short announcement period, and are not sure if it will be
possible. During that time of change, I can say that unemployed people will get some help, as the
banking system will be down.
einsteinsfly
User ID: 12383877
United States
03/12/2012 01:03 PM

I watched 3 videos that I will post for you, all about an hour long. St. Germain, NESARA etc. In the
third video, there is a screenshot of what I believe is your website, AH with your name (Candace)
in the shot. The makers of the video claim you (the website) to be one of many representing
disinfo.
With that, I will post the vids and would like your input as well.

einsteinsfly
User ID: 12383877
United States
03/12/2012 01:11 PM

Third video, right after the 28 min. mark I think....in case you've seen these already.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12225802
United States
03/12/2012 01:27 PM

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/12/2012 02:23 PM
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Third video, right after the 28 min. mark I think....in case you've seen these already.
Quoting: einsteinsfly

I have seen these posted and may have watched some of it in the past, now that you mention the
3rd video, I have seen that portion. I don't have time to watch over 3 hours of video, then or now.
I will take as to what I am told by David Righter and others I work with, and this was always denied
by the OITC folks I work with. Its a long story. The chinese are being discourage from giving out
some money to everyone in the world, because we are not continuing but their version is nothing
related to the original ideas. These people on these videos I assume never heard of the Global
Agreement of 1980. Dove who worked with Germain until she got so mad at him and died,
literally, brought the information of Nesara and we continued it until it was no more.
True Nesara requires KNOWLEDGE and spirituality and it was realized the citizens of the US of A
were so ignorant they would have simply gone into massive consumption, IF massive
consumption was available, as many would simply walk from their jobs causing issues of delivery
of goods. The original NESARA required Americans to be able to return to republican ideas and
its NOT there in the minds of people. Yes I remember these and I am not the one who is an agent,
the ones continuing this are.
china has enough wealth to give everyone a little money but the solving of the worlds problems
will still not happen, as the people are stuck in materialism. They would likely develop better
farming, but its getting late. Also they WANT the US of A to expand on, and are willing to have
WW3 if the khazars start it, which would finish the destruction of the planet.
Even wiht developing more technology this world is over populated and the resources of earth are
not there to support what needs to be done for so many. And the folks are not about to learn not
to make more babies. I find people claiming the world can handle 11 billion, OK what happens
then to keep it there, even if it were so. As a seed world this one must stay within population
bounds, so that the animal evolution can continue, which produces NEW human souls. These
ones supporting what is a false Nesara have no concept of these problems and issues.
Earth people have no ability to move their excess numbers anywhere yet to colonize other worlds,
and they are too unspiritual to colonize other worlds, it would end in continuous war just as on this
world right now.
The depth of the CIA infiltration, double agent type into the OITC, which destroyed it, and the
continuous efforts againt China by the Khazars in Libya alone this past year do not substantiate
the PEOPLE of this world finding peace. Not the answer, and unless all the US of A aircraft
carriers and other war vessels are placed on the bottom of the sea, the Khazars are not going to
give up.
that these videos hijack Doves work and brilliance, does not mean the Khazars and Chinese are
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going to accomplish anything. While China has considerable wealth and also uses a false King
Anthony Santiago to sign the wealth of Marcos over to them, in late 2010, does not make them
proper custodians of the world either. This is stuff I meant for my podcast to cover and the
moderators took it elsewhere and would not allow me to even work on the thread I started which
was necessary to that podcast and I haven't done much more with the thread, because there is
exactly zero inerest here in it. There has only been interest in the immoral lawsuit of Keenan, put
on the net thru David wilcox, and that says it all. And its not the truth. Even Poofness was lying all
those years, but he did mention the Dragons now and then if I recall, that he was working with
them, which is working AGAINST this country and makes him also a traitor. Keenan is a traitor.
Keith Scott destroyed Gods' OITC, thru himself and others and the doping of the custodian of the
Foundation Divine, essentially Ray Dam.
Its a long sad and painful story, and the current NESARa stuff is nothing but a continuation of the
attempted rape of the wealth of the planet, literally provided by Michael of Nebadon. I think we are
done here. You can go to the link to my site about the Foundation Divine that is in the thread
above, for my podcast that was in the one sense completely derailed. But I accepted graciously
because at least some people got a sense of me. But the minute I covered the Alpha and Omega
Ring which is not in the rightful hands of the queen the direction changed completely.
Britain was originally the true source of the WAY, after the crucifixion. Thru the works of Joseph of
A. They had the first "church" which Rome later admitted. But it was not what Christianity became.
The Ring does not belong, it was coerced out of Maros hands,, in the hands of Elizabeth 2. She is
not of that royal linage, she is Khazar. He Father was Khazar, they got into the British "monarchy"
at the same time the Khazars destroyed Christian Russia in the early 1900's. The chain was
broken, it is not theirs to have.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12225802
United States
03/12/2012 02:27 PM
?
einsteinsfly
User ID: 12383877
United States
03/12/2012 02:57 PM

He Father was Khazar, they got into the British "monarchy" at the same time the Khazars
destroyed Christian Russia in the early 1900's. The chain was broken, it is not theirs to have.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Thank you for your input. Unless one is a direct part of an organization/movement which one
believes in, discerning truth, fiction and disinfo becomes a complicated dance.
In the end, the truth seems so corrupt and hopeless, buried in centuries of violence and deceit,
one wants to throw arms in air and shrug.
If this is a "seed planet" with a handful of corrupt, controlling elites, why would there be any
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expectation of spirituality? Given a book (the bible)that has been altered, re-written, a dominant
duality with the Sons of God (one is the light, one pretends to be the light), how could the duality
of deceptions ever give way to a general spiritual nature of humans?

Just thoughtful questions...I have many
tava6655
User ID: 1511728
United States
03/12/2012 08:01 PM

Just thoughtful questions...I have many
Quoting: einsteinsfly

The elite has to allow at least some truth to make the lies believable. Those with discernment and
the desire to seek and know the truth will always receive assistance from. It is very hard to
distinguish the truth from the lies, but assistance is always render and there are many influences
to guide the truth seeker such as the spirit of truth bestowed my Christ Michael over 2000 years
ago, their higher self, their thought adjuster, their guardian angels, from those that have gone
before, etc. The light
cannot be extinguished and wherever the light shines, the darkness has to recede.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/12/2012 09:46 PM

there is not expectation of spirituality in the elite thugs, but they are put on seed planets, to
challenge the growing minds/souls of seed planets. Organic mind grows very slowly, and must be
challenged or growth stops. How many people do some of you know would be perfectly happy if
their governments solved all their problems and made life easy for them. Simple jobs,
entertainment for simple minds, little or no decisions to make? They have little interest in soul
growth.
They need shaking up actually and that is starting to happen. The normal GOD indwelled soul
wants FREEDOM, to grow themselves according to their desires. REAL GROWTH and curiosity,
that is why the teaching of "Jesus", that you cannot enter heaven unless you become as little
children. This does not mean act like babies. It means CURIOSITY must return. The judgement in
progress is related to the development of desire to know. Those with it, move up, those who
haven't it, there are lesser opportunities.
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the normal souls will RESIST the elite. This alone defines whether a soul is worthy. Do they want
to be slaves and live easy,, the elite will treat them well, once technology comes into place, or will
they resist and come into true desire?
Desire is of God and if its missing, that person is not a candidate for eternal life, they cannot make
progress. The huge testing on these worlds must challenge people to think. The elite provide huge
CHOICES to make. People should be responding to the pollution, and the wars carried out in their
name. Where is that in my country? Something is very wrong. I worry about mind in my world. I
really do. I know its hard to short thru the shit, and its ok to not always get it right, but one MUST
SORT thru it, care to sort thru it. It matures the soul into wisdom. Usually on planets with the
pollution problems, fleet will keep a bit of a lid on it, while people awaken to the destruction of their
planet going around them. Then contact is made, and great joint effort goes into the repairs and
all the other issues. This has been the goal of my organization in fact. The helping with those
issues. We were to fund so many projects that a carrying and worried populace would be involved
in, and right here and lots of other places, ETs are believed to be demons and there is NO care
for this world.
These ones will fail the test. We really have a mess on this world actually. And a lot of immaturity.
I run into people who don't give a shit for various reasons. Some are fine with the world going to
hell, as long as they get their share. Others think god is destroying the world anyway, so why
bother. This is common in religion, really common. These churches should be turning this world
upside down with concern. Where are they?
The morality of the elite is not the issue, the morality of the people living under them IS.
alexisj9
User ID: 1376880
United Kingdom
03/13/2012 07:22 AM

The morality of the elite is not the issue, the morality of the people living under them IS.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

So if I understand correctly, more of us should take an active role against things we know/think
are wrong instead of just thinking that's wrong but not standing up and saying it?
And take active roles to trying to fix what we have broke?

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
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United States
03/13/2012 09:42 AM

Re: NIPS Answers to glpvc experience March 8.
more of ones at least in my country need to see what is going on with our wars, the pollution etc,
and stand up and do something. They seem to be missing their I AM's. Sorry, war is all over tv
again this morning and nobody gives a shit. Or they don't know its wrong, or they think God wants
the Middle East deaded.
Christians, during periods of open mic you sound BAD on GLPVC tonight, April 3, nearly as bad
as your nasty antagonists. Perhaps worse. Your nastiness is NOT GODLY and NOT OF LOVE. IT
IS OF THE EGO OF FALSE DESIRES. There was no resurrection. Jesus did NOT die on the
cross, and people were resurrected to eternal life long before Jesus came to this world. People
chose eternal life on every planet by their own works.
Immanuel (Jesus) said 2000 years ago: "Truly, I say to you, wisdom must be learned from the
laws of Creation, which humans may recognize in nature. But if humans do not think and seek,
they will not be able to attain wisdom and will remain fools.There is no higher happiness than
wisdom, no better friend than knowledge, and no other savior than the power of the spirit."
Introduction to Christ Michael of Nebadon: [link to www.youtube.com]
[link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS the GLOBAL 2nd Coming Organization in partnership with
the one you call "Jesus" Any of my personal writings on GLP may be used freely in good intent.
NIP
alexisj9
User ID: 1376880
United Kingdom
03/13/2012 09:58 AM

more of ones at least in my country need to see what is going on with our wars, the pollution etc,
and stand up and do something. They seem to be missing their I AM's. Sorry, war is all over tv
again this morning and nobody gives a shit. Or they don't know its wrong, or they think God wants
the Middle East deaded.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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I agree with you completely on this, war is wrong period. But some have been brainwashed by
media into believing the middle east is full of terrorists, so they want the wars, some know it's
wrong but keep the thought to themselves and do nothing about it. Some do march against war
sometimes in this country but not enough to make a difference, mostly because people believe
that it won't make a difference so don't bother turning up so the out cry is bigger.
dmfs
User ID: 10119778
United States
03/13/2012 07:23 PM

I remember in the late 1960's there were antiwar marches against the Vietnam War. Most were
college students from universities across the nation. I do not see any up rise today from
universities. My posts on Facebook about what is going on in the middle east go unanswered. Not
much interest from anyone. What has happened to the people of the US?
What will awaken them? Most people I know also are too busy to notice or do not care....makes
me crazy and sad!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12377174
United Kingdom
03/13/2012 07:48 PM
A celestial snapping of the fingers is required I think to awaken those who have been hypnotised
and mind controlled day in and day out (especially anyone under 30) by our msm who are the
masters of enchantment and deception.
I appreciate fully that the awakening is occurring (very slowly) but saddened by the realisation that
we are up against a very powerful dark force that is fed every day, unknowingly by the masses
who are duped into supporting rituals, symbols and acts that maintain and oil the chains around
humanity's consciousness.
I hope the veil is lifted very soon.
einsteinsfly
User ID: 12467007
United States
03/13/2012 07:58 PM

I remember in the late 1960's there were antiwar marches against the Vietnam War. Most were
college students from universities across the nation. I do not see any up rise today from
universities. My posts on Facebook about what is going on in the middle east go unanswered. Not
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much interest from anyone. What has happened to the people of the US?
What will awaken them? Most people I know also are too busy to notice or do not care....makes
me crazy and sad!
Quoting: dmfs
^^this^^
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/13/2012 08:10 PM

I remember in the late 1960's there were antiwar marches against the Vietnam War. Most were
college students from universities across the nation. I do not see any up rise today from
universities. My posts on Facebook about what is going on in the middle east go unanswered. Not
much interest from anyone. What has happened to the people of the US?
What will awaken them? Most people I know also are too busy to notice or do not care....makes
me crazy and sad!
Quoting: dmfs

that all got killed basically with Kent State. I have talked with college students in recent years and
visited a lot of college and university websites and there seems little interest. some professors
who make some effort land up fired any more. We had a case of that in Colorado at CU a few
years ago, prof was harrassed a Lot, I think took it to court but I don't remember the outcome or if
there was an outcome. I kept links and info on my old desktop and thugs got in a back door of
windows ME and removed a great deal of material and left me unable to back up any more.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 10119778
United States
03/14/2012 07:41 PM
I remember in the late 1960's there were antiwar marches against the Vietnam War. Most were
college students from universities across the nation. I do not see any up rise today from
universities. My posts on Facebook about what is going on in the middle east go unanswered. Not
much interest from anyone. What has happened to the people of the US?
What will awaken them? Most people I know also are too busy to notice or do not care....makes
me crazy and sad!
Quoting: dmfs

that all got killed basically with Kent State. I have talked with college students in recent years and
visited a lot of college and university websites and there seems little interest. some professors
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who make some effort land up fired any more. We had a case of that in Colorado at CU a few
years ago, prof was harrassed a Lot, I think took it to court but I don't remember the outcome or if
there was an outcome. I kept links and info on my old desktop and thugs got in a back door of
windows ME and removed a great deal of material and left me unable to back up any more.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Yes I remember Kent State...it scared the life out of all students....and they became silent.
What is going on in the middle east is alarming and should be taken very serious by all residents
of this planet at this time.
Many questions should be asked regarding Why, Who, and How these invasions and wars are
being manifested, because until the world comes together in Unity for Peace on earth it will never
be manifested! We all need to come together for Peace!!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 11685129
United States
03/15/2012 07:46 PM
nobody, i have a question for oyu
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 11685129
United States
03/15/2012 07:47 PM
i dont feel anything in my heart...i dont feel anything--anger, love, fear, i dont feel anything.
this seems like the notorious 'i feel dead inside''
but i dont, i feel alive. what the hell does this mean nobody?
btw, I appreciate your posts.
ar-15 nut
User ID: 1281306
United States
03/15/2012 07:54 PM

I remember in the late 1960's there were antiwar marches against the Vietnam War. Most were
college students from universities across the nation. I do not see any up rise today from
universities. My posts on Facebook about what is going on in the middle east go unanswered. Not
much interest from anyone. What has happened to the people of the US?
What will awaken them? Most people I know also are too busy to notice or do not care....makes
me crazy and sad!
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Quoting: dmfs

simple no draft now their ass is not on the line!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12579366
United States
03/15/2012 09:22 PM
just reading along, my thoughts i'd like to share.
i am, has been dealing with negative programming since birth, re-structuring thought
consciousness to manifest positive change in ourselves.
the ego is seemingly a relentless friend/foe, very few acknowledge, if ever.
we start with the illusion of self, and all the destruction it has caused in this lifetime.
we are working to heal within to manifest change outside.
this doesn't mean kumbiah, it's the steady progression of love and spiritual advancement on a
personal level, through intention/desire.
i am, is currently navigating the infinite, one reference point steady, polarity being
negotiated/resolved/accepted/non-accepted.
currently we are being batteries for family and co-workers, working behind the scenes, leading by
example.
i am saying hello to you.
i am living.
if i were to go put out signs saying -save the planet, kill your ego-, few in thousands would
understand.
how about a sign saying negative, slanderous, derogatory, words against some idea or social
injustice.
wouldn't i be scuttled off by the po po's shortly thereafter?
anyways, interesting post, another question for nip,
if we start seeing another star in sept, coming from under the sun, are the portals soon to follow?
i have a follow up question.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 10119778
United States
03/15/2012 09:44 PM
I remember in the late 1960's there were antiwar marches against the Vietnam War. Most were
college students from universities across the nation. I do not see any up rise today from
universities. My posts on Facebook about what is going on in the middle east go unanswered. Not
much interest from anyone. What has happened to the people of the US?
What will awaken them? Most people I know also are too busy to notice or do not care....makes
me crazy and sad!
Quoting: dmfs
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simple no draft now their ass is not on the line!
Quoting: ar-15 nut

Agree
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 10119778
United States
03/15/2012 09:55 PM
i dont feel anything in my heart...i dont feel anything--anger, love, fear, i dont feel anything.
this seems like the notorious 'i feel dead inside''
but i dont, i feel alive. what the hell does this mean nobody?
btw, I appreciate your posts.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 11685129

I know this question was for NIP but my feelings are that you may not be attached to any material
or worldly obsessions, that would invoke strong feelings of anger or fear. But Love....well...have
you ever felt love?
If you feel alive, than is it a joyful happy feeling? Are you in peace? Sometimes I feel numb to this
world because of the insanity and negativity. Meditations and sitting in silence with only your inner
self and feelings may bring insights to you regarding these answers.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/15/2012 10:12 PM

just reading along, my thoughts i'd like to share.
i am, has been dealing with negative programming since birth, re-structuring thought
consciousness to manifest positive change in ourselves.
the ego is seemingly a relentless friend/foe, very few acknowledge, if ever.
we start with the illusion of self, and all the destruction it has caused in this lifetime.
we are working to heal within to manifest change outside.
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this doesn't mean kumbiah, it's the steady progression of love and spiritual advancement on a
personal level, through intention/desire.
i am, is currently navigating the infinite, one reference point steady, polarity being
negotiated/resolved/accepted/non-accepted.
currently we are being batteries for family and co-workers, working behind the scenes, leading by
example.
i am saying hello to you.
i am living.
if i were to go put out signs saying -save the planet, kill your ego-, few in thousands would
understand.
how about a sign saying negative, slanderous, derogatory, words against some idea or social
injustice.
wouldn't i be scuttled off by the po po's shortly thereafter?
anyways, interesting post, another question for nip,
if we start seeing another star in sept, coming from under the sun, are the portals soon to
follow?
i have a follow up question.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12579366

I am not familiar with this star in September and it remains not time for Jupiter to come out. All I
can say. I think you misunderstand portals, for we re not where people can travel thru them yet on
this planet, a certain DNA level must be attained and then other solar system energies must
manifest.
Most of you are working to drop the old programming you had to uphold to pass as human, and
the doing so helps also rewrite the genetic mind. There are others who of course must process
their shit for different reasons to come to a new way of being, by clearing their karma which is
mostly about the replacement of the old stored on their electron forms, and trading it in for more
truth, which is put on photons which is what the "light body" is about. Its different everybody and
for different groups.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12579366
United States
03/16/2012 07:31 PM
just reading along, my thoughts i'd like to share.
i am, has been dealing with negative programming since birth, re-structuring thought
consciousness to manifest positive change in ourselves.
the ego is seemingly a relentless friend/foe, very few acknowledge, if ever.
we start with the illusion of self, and all the destruction it has caused in this lifetime.
we are working to heal within to manifest change outside.
this doesn't mean kumbiah, it's the steady progression of love and spiritual advancement on a
personal level, through intention/desire.
i am, is currently navigating the infinite, one reference point steady, polarity being
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negotiated/resolved/accepted/non-accepted.
currently we are being batteries for family and co-workers, working behind the scenes, leading by
example.
i am saying hello to you.
i am living.
if i were to go put out signs saying -save the planet, kill your ego-, few in thousands would
understand.
how about a sign saying negative, slanderous, derogatory, words against some idea or social
injustice.
wouldn't i be scuttled off by the po po's shortly thereafter?
anyways, interesting post, another question for nip,
if we start seeing another star in sept, coming from under the sun, are the portals soon to
follow?
i have a follow up question.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12579366

I am not familiar with this star in September and it remains not time for Jupiter to come out. All I
can say. I think you misunderstand portals, for we re not where people can travel thru them yet on
this planet, a certain DNA level must be attained and then other solar system energies must
manifest.
Most of you are working to drop the old programming you had to uphold to pass as human, and
the doing so helps also rewrite the genetic mind. There are others who of course must process
their shit for different reasons to come to a new way of being, by clearing their karma which is
mostly about the replacement of the old stored on their electron forms, and trading it in for more
truth, which is put on photons which is what the "light body" is about. Its different everybody and
for different groups.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

perhaps,
is cern capable of producing inorganic or organic portals?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/16/2012 10:06 PM
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just reading along, my thoughts i'd like to share.
i am, has been dealing with negative programming since birth, re-structuring thought
consciousness to manifest positive change in ourselves.
the ego is seemingly a relentless friend/foe, very few acknowledge, if ever.
we start with the illusion of self, and all the destruction it has caused in this lifetime.
we are working to heal within to manifest change outside.
this doesn't mean kumbiah, it's the steady progression of love and spiritual advancement on a
personal level, through intention/desire.
i am, is currently navigating the infinite, one reference point steady, polarity being
negotiated/resolved/accepted/non-accepted.
currently we are being batteries for family and co-workers, working behind the scenes, leading by
example.
i am saying hello to you.
i am living.
if i were to go put out signs saying -save the planet, kill your ego-, few in thousands would
understand.
how about a sign saying negative, slanderous, derogatory, words against some idea or social
injustice.
wouldn't i be scuttled off by the po po's shortly thereafter?
anyways, interesting post, another question for nip,
if we start seeing another star in sept, coming from under the sun, are the portals soon to
follow?
i have a follow up question.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12579366

I am not familiar with this star in September and it remains not time for Jupiter to come out. All I
can say. I think you misunderstand portals, for we re not where people can travel thru them yet on
this planet, a certain DNA level must be attained and then other solar system energies must
manifest.
Most of you are working to drop the old programming you had to uphold to pass as human, and
the doing so helps also rewrite the genetic mind. There are others who of course must process
their shit for different reasons to come to a new way of being, by clearing their karma which is
mostly about the replacement of the old stored on their electron forms, and trading it in for more
truth, which is put on photons which is what the "light body" is about. Its different everybody and
for different groups.
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Quoting: Nobody in Particular

perhaps,
is cern capable of producing inorganic or organic portals?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12579366
No, cern cannot do that, they are looking for the God particle amongst other things with it. It is not
necessarily a bad project. Organic portals have been created in the under ground labs over the
last 200-300 years because the elite want two things, to destroy god mind on this world, and to
have robot peoples to work for them. It is backfiring on them big time however.
The ones long in control of this planet do have DNA skills and use them. Mostly this is an act of
war against god.
alexisj9
User ID: 1376880
United Kingdom
03/17/2012 08:05 AM

Why would anyone go against god like that, it's complete stupidity, all god wants is us to know he
is there, and our love and respect. As well as looking after the planet we are on. Why is this so
difficult, and why do people have to do the complete opposite on purpose. I'm glad it's backfiring
and I know you answered why in your post, but that's not the type of why I mean. It's sort of an
angry rant.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/17/2012 10:58 AM

Why would anyone go against god like that, it's complete stupidity, all god wants is us to know he
is there, and our love and respect. As well as looking after the planet we are on. Why is this so
difficult, and why do people have to do the complete opposite on purpose. I'm glad it's backfiring
and I know you answered why in your post, but that's not the type of why I mean. It's sort of an
angry rant.
Quoting: alexisj9
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all god truly desires here, is that folks desire to become LIKE HIM, knowing all things. that is your
right as a SON of God. It is not difficult. But people have imagined God to be an angry SOB, a god
that has favorite people because of the race they are born in, a god that takes sides in war against
his other sons and daughters. Some believe "god" is going to destroy this planet anyway, so why
bother with anything? Some believe that Gods other sons and daughters must be destroyed in
favor of his favorite race.
Creator only CREATES, He/she does NOT destroy. There have been strong armed folks from
other places who have conquered earth and made themselves "god" and some folks want those
to return and rule with a strong arm, big fist.
This is NOT how things are supposed to work. these concepts of "god" are NOT concepts of a
loving creator. Some also think creates everything and every sitatuion, not realizing they are the
ones that co create with God. The creator of the vast creation does behave in these manners,
these are peoples ideas of God and I so hope the people of this planet will come to much more
inspiring ideas of what God is and realize they are the ones responsible for this planet that they
are destroying. God has no intention of destroying the planet. It is MAN doing that.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12902267
United States
03/24/2012 11:11 PM

Either during this podcast, or duing the impromptu event earlier, there was a discussion on
machine mind/AI. Now I asked somebody to please WRITE their questions about it, and nothing
showed up. It was something I could not answer that night/nights. I was reminded of this when I
saw this thread I had done posting in Thread: Has this scientist changed the world with his
discovery? A forumla for consciousness????? on the topic, on the front today. Please if you see
this here, or in my other thread, PLEASE post your questions on this.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1531994
United States
03/26/2012 09:17 PM
Either during this podcast, or duing the impromptu event earlier, there was a discussion on
machine mind/AI. Now I asked somebody to please WRITE their questions about it, and nothing
showed up. It was something I could not answer that night/nights. I was reminded of this when I
saw this thread I had done posting in Thread: Has this scientist changed the world with his
discovery? A forumla for consciousness????? on the topic, on the front today. Please if you see
this here, or in my other thread, PLEASE post your questions on this.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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11:11
:)
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1531994
United States
03/26/2012 09:29 PM
there is a gnawing feeling that the luci intend to off most the planet, after shift, take control.
all souls entering from then out would be oblivious to what had occurred.
a level of control, very few, could possibly fathom.
old fear i suppose, dead memories of things that are false.
i am now positive, has the world flipped as well?
here's a good one,
why not just let us know this is all a test, keep said previous memories of lives past, and have
greater control over spiritual growth?
i blame the moon...and myself of course.
lots-o-love

Eggifer
User ID: 13433304
United States
03/29/2012 01:19 AM

why not just let us know this is all a test, keep said previous memories of lives past, and have
greater control over spiritual growth?
i blame the moon...and myself of course.
lots-o-love
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1531994
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Why blame the moon, when you can blame the stars...er, why reach for the moon, when we have
the stars?
anyway, I agree with ya!
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